
An Art Director with a passion for strategy, user experience, and design.

James’ drive stems from a need to help people establish brands motivated by not only profit 

but those that choose to build a product that improves the way people engage with society. Im-

mersing himself in the startup community over the past few years, James applies his design and 

branding expertise to various early-stage startups and entrepreneurs. 

Through strategy, technology, and art direction, James explores the intersection between design 

and storytelling, merging the two worlds to create unique and authentic brand experiences.

Engine Digital — New York, NY

Design Lead, March. 2017 — Present

Leading project teams tasked with defining how the solutions look, feel, and function. Contrib-

uting a visual sensibility that ensures every deliverable shipped supports the company’s belief 

in design as a means of driving clients’ business success. Lead the overhaul and revamp of the 

website for show licensing company “Samuel French.”

The Washington Post — New York, NY

Freelance Art Director, Brand Studio, November. 2016 — January. 2017

Managed a team of 4 designers and worked in tandem with the Creative Director to produce all 

post-sales branded content material. Developed, directed and designed the branded promotional 

site “Uncivilized” for the FX show ‘Taboo’ which received 315k views on day one.

Honor Roll — New York, NY

Founder, Head of Design, February. 2015 — November. 2016

Worked with early-stage startups and entrepreneurs to ideate, concept and design products and 

services. Created a strategic plan for womenswear startup  “Dear Kate” to increase ROI on holiday 

sales through social media campaigns that transformed their most loyal customers into brand 

ambassadors for the company. 

The Orchard — New York, NY

Manager, Brand Identity Design, January. 2013 — February. 2015

Managed the birth and development of the network’s branded channel’s look, feel and otherwise 

overall aesthetic across all devices and platforms. Network now has collectively over 1B views.

The Orchard — New York, NY

Visual Designer / Associate AD, December. 2010 — January. 2013

Developed, directed and designed integrated marketing materials for various musicians licensed 

under The Orchard. Designed product apps such as Artists Builder for premier Orchard clients. 

Such products allow artists to manage and expand their marketing performance and social

network opportunities.

Razorfish — New York, NY

Associate Designer, March. 2010 — December. 2010

Designed digital experiences for such accounts as Mercedes-Benz, Axe, Morgan Stanley, Chaps, 

and Columbia Sportswear. Served as art director and primary UX developer for the digital brand-

ing of Swallow Magazine.

Bravo — New York, NY

Freelance Designer, December. 2009 — January. 2010

Created logo design and creative content for upcoming shows on the Bravo network.

Pentagram — New York, NY
Graphic Design Intern, November. 2009 — December. 2009

Assisted a short stint under the guidance of Luke Hayman. Assisted in the rebranding of the 

hotel resort Sandals as well as their new acquisition Sandals Emerald Bay. Aided in the redesign 

of Business Weekly.

2009 — UCDA Design Competition Gold Award — Seattle, WA

2009 — UCDA Design Competition Excellence Award — Seattle, WA

2009 — Contributing designer for The 2009 Savannah Secession — Savannah, GA

2009 — 2009 Savannah Secession bronze award winner — Savannah, GA

Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD)

Savannah, GA

BFA Graphic Design

June. 2009

James Carter
973 902 8412
james@workwithhonor.com
itsjamescarter.com
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